
 

Conspiracy's Christmas Editions

Christmas Bars

Pine Needles & Binh Duong - Our Christmas special
brings the experience of a pine forest covered in deep
snow.. the distinct pine aroma brings this unique
winter feeling, while the magical Binh Duong pepper
from Vietnam adds a hint of spice and warmth to the
scene. The feeling of a forest covered in snow.
 
Maple Pecans - this bar combines the sweet, toffee
and slightly smokey taste of the maple syrup with the
deliciously nutty and buttery pecans. A hint to sweet
childhood moments when the weather gets cold and
the holiday spirit fills the air. 

Christmas Cacao Tea Blend

Our fragrant Christmas Cacao Tea Blend
pairs the delicately chocolatey cacao husks
with the warm cinnamon and orange peel for
a warming and comforting cacao tea.



 

Spiced Hot Cocoa

Our single origin Dak Lak cocoa has been
infused with spices such as allspice, cinnamon
and ancho chilli for a flavourful and warming
blend. An homage to the way cacao was
consumed 5000 years ago, this hot cocoa brings
a warm cozy feel that is much appreciated in
winter. 

Acan

The smooth, fruity chocolate notes with a
smokey-honey finish of Acan are not an
experience which was possible before the
past 10 years’ boom in cacao quality. Today
we get to celebrate craftsmanship in this silky
rich Dark Chocolate Liqueur. Best served on
the rocks, 4-5 servings in a bottle.

The delicate chocolate-coated almonds
bring a rich and decadent bite. From the
roasted almonds, to the sweet caramel
and the dark salty rich Single Origin
chocolate.

Chocolate-coated Almonds



 

Christmas Hamper

Our Christmas hamper is made of a
two-tiered traditional fruit basket 
 and includes our Christmas bars,
our chocolate-coated almonds, our
Christmas Cacao Tea and our spiced
hot cocoa.. 

Pricing November 2021

Chocolate bars

Christmas Cacao Tea

Chocolate-Coated Almonds

Spiced Hot Cocoa

Acan Chocolate Liqueur65 HKD

45 HKD

 125 HKD

188 HKD

88 HKD

Our Christmas gift boxes comes with
4 different bars of different flavours -
flavours can be mixed and matched.

Christmas Gift Box

Christmas Hamper 

Christmas Gift Box 

488 HKD

225 HKD

*prices adjusted for size of order

Criminal Bar

Our criminal bar is so good, it should
be criminal. This bar like a large
bonbon and meant to be shared.
The inside is filled with a thick layer
of hazelnut ganache and dotted with
whole roasted hazelnut. A truly
luxurious and decadent bar. 

Criminal Bar

295 HKD


